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A young boy named Palmer lives in a town called Waymer, which celebrates an annual Pigeon
Day by releasing pigeons from crates to be shot in the air. When the book opens, the town's
63rd annual Pigeon Day is intended to raise money for the city's playground.wringer. [ring-er]
noun. an apparatus or machine for squeezing liquid out of anything wet, as two rollers through
which an article of wet clothing may be squeezed.Wringer definition is - one that wrings: such
as. How to use wringer in a sentence.wringer definition: a machine used for pressing water out
of clothes by putting the clothes between two heavy, smooth, round bars. Learn more.In
Palmer LaRue's hometown of Waymer, turning ten is the biggest event of a boy's life. It marks
the day when a boy is ready to take his place as a wringer at the annual Family Fest. It's an
honor and a traditi. But the thing never moved.Mesmerizing and disturbing moral allegory.
Read Common Sense Media's Wringer review, age rating, and parents guide.Newbery Honor
Book * ALA Notable Children's Book "Deeply felt. Presents a moral question with great care
and sensitivity." —The New York Times"A spellbindi.If you say that someone has been put
through the wringer or has gone through the wringer, you mean that they have suffered a very
difficult or unpleasant.A device used to wring out the water from newly washed clothes.One
that wrings, especially a device in which laundry is pressed between rollers to extract water.
Idiom: put through the wringer Slang To subject to a.Synonyms for wringer at
rioneammanniti.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for wringer.Synonyms for put through the wringer at rioneammanniti.com with
free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for put through
the.Define wringer. wringer synonyms, wringer pronunciation, wringer translation, English
dictionary definition of wringer. n. One that wrings, especially a device in .English[edit].
Etymology[edit]. wring + -er. Noun[edit]. wringer (plural wringers). One who wrings.
quotations ?. , Marlene Evans, Redbirds and Rubies and .The Wringer gives you a complete,
balanced forearm workout for increasing your hand, wrist and grip strength in a simple,
compact motion.Wringer (Trophy Newbery) [Jerry Spinelli] on rioneammanniti.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Newbery Honor Book * ALA Notable Children's Book
Deeply.Editorial Reviews. rioneammanniti.com Review. Newbery Medal-winning author
Jerry Spinelli tells a story of peer pressure so foul, so horrifying, that Wringer should be .15
May - 3 min - Uploaded by WringMaster Products Hand washing laundry is easy! Watch this
video for a demonstration of how the WringMaster.Define go through / put someone through
the wringer (phrase) and get synonyms . What is go through / put someone through the
wringer (phrase)? go through.As Palmer comes of age, he must either accept the violence of
being a wringer at his town's annual Pigeon Day or find the courage to oppose it.Wringer.
Winner Description: Written by Jerry Spinelli. Published by HarperCollins/Joanna Cotler
Books. Winner Blurb: Palmer LaRue dreads his tenth birthday.In Palmer's hometown, year-old
boys are awarded the time-honored privilege of becoming ""wringers."" At the most
anticipated event of the year, the annual.
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